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Introduction: A Gentle Whisper

It is always helpful as one reads, studies, and applies
A Course in Miracles to remember never to leave its non-
dualistic metaphysics too far behind. Otherwise, one runs
the risk of giving the ego and its world—inner and outer—
a reality they do not have, investing them with power to
affect our mind and self. This belief reflects the insanity of
thinking we are right and God is wrong, that the laws of
the world of bodies do in fact determine and govern our
lives—all this in defiance of the simple truth that we are
under no laws but God’s (W-pI.76). Such errant thoughts
often lead to the belief that the ego’s thought system of
sin, guilt, and fear, judgment and specialness, is so awe-
some that it would take gargantuan efforts even to begin to
scale its mountains of hate and death, let alone reach the
softly sloping lawns of Heaven that are just beyond these
mountains’ seeming magnitude. The current article is an
attempt to counteract this painful error by emphasizing the
easy gentleness of the Course’s path of Atonement, the
road of forgiveness that reminds us to laugh at the tiny,
mad idea that we could ever have separated from our
Source (T-27.VIII.6:2). Through this gentle laughter we
learn that we never left God, Who never left us: not one
note in Heaven’s song of love was changed (T-26.V.5:4). 

One more point before beginning this mini-journey of
gentle whispering: the only thing we should take seriously
about A Course in Miracles is learning not to take seri-
ously the problem of separation or its solution of Atone-
ment. A gentle laughter in response to illusion is anathema
to the ego, just as the Holy Spirit teaches that seriousness
is the key to misery. We read in the text that “To the ego,
the guiltless are guilty” (T-13.II.4:2), reflecting our resis-
tance to letting go of the guilt that is both origin and main-

stay of our separated existence. Our insane beliefs in what
never happened to the contrary, the guilt-laden separation
and all that ensued was nothing more than a silly mistake
of choosing the wrong teacher, while the correction of
guiltlessness is a simple decision for the right One—a
gentle whisper to the Atonement that its “truth be true”
(T-26.VII.10:3).

Nodding to God: A Little Willingness
But a tiny willingness, a nod to God, a greeting to the Christ

in you, you find a burden wearisome and tedious,
too heavy to be borne (T-24.VI.12:4).

Despite the simplicity of the Atonement’s gentle whis-
per, a quiet nod to God seems far beyond our capabilities
as our identification with the illusion is almost absolute.
Even the tiniest expression of a willingness that truth be
true is enough to terrify us, threatening the illusion of sep-
aration that is protected by the ego’s bastions of guilt and
hate—the allure of the special love and hate relationships.
The ego screams in our ear that even a nod to God is too
much to ask, a wearisome burden too heavy to bear.
Enamored by our cherished individuality, we listen to the
ego’s lies and retreat into the shabby and moribund world
of sadness, loss, and pain. This is the body’s “life” that
desperately tries to stave off its inevitable demise. We
strive mightily to cheat death of its ultimate victory by
doing, doing, doing. In pathetic attempts to do away with
God, our Identity as His Son (Christ), and our life as spirit,
we glorify the body’s changeable existence of pleasure
and pain, sickness and health. Our physical self, ever
changing and ever dying, is the ego’s defense par excel-
lence against the truth (W-pI.136).

And so the body suffers, physically and emotionally,
and our seeming savior from the suffering inherent in living
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here is the special relationship. This is where we cannibalize
another—person, substance, event—for the love, succor,
and nourishment we believe we lack because it has been
denied us. Not only that, we cannibalize God by behaving
in ways we believe this projected image of our stolen
authority demands of us. 

All this requires doing, doing, doing, and it is instruc-
tive to remember that the ego began by doing. Conse-
quently, we believe that accomplishing anything here
requires active work and effort. In fact, the body was made
to do. Consider first the amount of effort and activity
involved in the separation: thought, belief, feeling, and
then action. It took, and still takes enormous energy and
commitment for the mind to believe in illusion and deny
reality. 

Since ideas leave not their source and projection
makes perception, what we believe inside (mind) is what
we perforce experience outside (body). It is therefore an
aspect of our perverse insanity that as seemingly separated
persons—our physical and psychological identity—we
remain eager to continue such effort, even unto exhaustion
and death because it maintains the illusion of our sepa-
rated self; a self whose existence we defend at all costs.
Anticipating this resistance to his teaching that we are not
who we think we are, and are what we have denied—the
message of salvation—Jesus responds to our protests that
his course is too difficult for us to learn, requiring an effort
we are not able to provide:

What you have taught yourself is such a giant learning
feat it is indeed incredible. But you accomplished it
because you wanted to.… There is no greater power in
the world [than your learning skill].… You who have
taught yourself the Son of God is guilty, say not that
you cannot learn the simple things salvation teaches
you! (T-31.I.2:7-8; 3:2; 4:6)

In other words, Jesus is exposing the lies that seek to
blame our ongoing ego existence on the difficulty in sur-
mounting the power of its thought system, in us and in all
those around us. He is not fooled by the ego’s lies and sto-
ries, and does not want us to be deluded either. The prob-
lem is not the apparent difficulty—after all, how can
undoing an illusion be difficult?—but our unwillingness to
let the ego’s thought system go: “you accomplished it
[learning that the separation is true] because you wanted
to.” In the end it is a simple question of what we want:
illusion or truth, fear or love, pain or joy. 

Yet the semblance of difficulty has not left us, and
within the delusional thought system that made the world
it is understandable. As this doing constituted the begin-
nings of our separated existence as egos, and since we

have never left our origin in the mind, doing carries over
as the source of our separated existence as bodies. This
has enacted the substitution of doing for being: spirit is,
the ego does. It follows then that our life here be one of
doing, doing, doing for, to repeat these central principles,
ideas leave not their source and projection makes percep-
tion. Even though the idea of doing is always present in
the mind as the means of separation, we perceive it outside
in a body that appears to go autonomously about its daily
business of survival, seeking pleasure and avoiding pain—
doing, doing, doing. 

Given the ego thought system that made the world, we
can well understand that the body was made to carry out
the dictates of the mind in specific behaviors (“Thus were
specifics [the material world of bodies and things]
made”—W-pI.161.3:1), their purpose being to continu-
ously demonstrate that the thought system of separation is
true: the doing of separation is not only real but has had
demonstrable effects (T-27.VIII.6:2-3). 

Moreover, our insane logic continues, this doing is the
birthplace of what is perhaps the greatest insanity of all:
God conforming to our madness of sin and guilt (T-23.
II.6-8), and then demanding our doing as the only way to
avoid His vengeance. The Creator has insanely agreed
with us that sin is real, and can be atoned for only by lives
of suffering and sacrifice, His “only begotten Son” being
the prototypic example for us all. Having done something
sinful to God, we must make up for it by doing something
in atonement. Needless to say, this doing, doing, doing
requires enormous and ongoing effort on our part as God’s
retaliatory wrath is never too far from us, sickness and
death looming as our inevitable and just deserts. 

To this madness, sane and sensible only to the insane,
Jesus has a simple and unequivocal response: You need do
nothing (T-18.VII). How can undoing what never hap-
pened be effortful or painful? All I need from you, our
older brother beseeches us, is “a tiny willingness,” “a nod
to God,” our simple desire to want out of the nightmare of
existence:

Now you are merely asked that you pursue another
goal with far less vigilance; with little effort and with
little time.… But a tiny willingness, a nod to God, a
greeting to the Christ in you, you find a burden weari-
some and tedious, too heavy to be borne. Yet to the
dedication to the truth as God established it no sacrifice
is asked, no strain called forth, and all the power of
Heaven and the might of truth itself is given to provide
the means, and guarantee the goal’s accomplishment
(T-24.VI.12:1,4-5).
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In the face of our complaining temper tantrums that
such undoing is beyond what we can accomplish, Jesus
says further:

This course requires almost nothing of you. It is impos-
sible to imagine one that asks so little, or could offer
more (T-20.VII.1:7-8).

Such a thought should make us incredibly happy,
relieving us of the wearying burden of trying to atone for a
sin that, like Lady Macbeth’s guilt-laden and blood-
stained hands, can never be eradicated. Such happiness is
not the ego’s response, however, for its foundation of
existence is based on the citadels of sin and punishment.
Yet Jesus’ promise to us is that one fine day we will expe-
rience the joy of knowing that our sins are truly forgiven,
never having been in reality: “the outcome is as certain as
God” (T-2.III.3:10). 

The purpose of A Course in Miracles can therefore be
seen as helping to make this day come more quickly.
Actually, the Course’s one boast, if we may use such an
ego term, is that it will save us time (e.g., T-18.VII.4-7).
Our wish to be happy rather than right (T-29.VII.1:9) ushers
in the holy instant, Jesus’ answer to the ego’s unholy
instant when we chose separation over Atonement, sacri-
fice over correction. This holy instant, the home of the
miracle, reflects the desire of the decision-making mind to
be done with the ego’s insanity of doing, doing, doing that
perpetuates the illusion of sin and its effortful and not-so-
gentle atonement:

The holy instant is the result of your determination
to be holy.… The desire and the willingness to let it
come precede its coming. You prepare your mind for it
only to the extent of recognizing that you want it above
all else. It is not necessary that you do more; indeed, it
is necessary that you realize that you cannot do more
(T-18.IV.1:1,3-5).

The above helps us to understand the nature of forgive-
ness, the only rule for happy dreams: it “quietly does
nothing.… It merely looks, and waits, and judges not”
(W-pII.1.4:1,3). Similarly the miracle: 

The miracle does nothing. All it does is to undo.
And thus it cancels out the interference to what has
been done (T-28.I.1:1-3). 

Jesus asks us to do no more than simply recognize that
nothing need be done. This gentle looking at the ego’s
thought system of doing, which is the meaning of our ask-
ing help of the Holy Spirit, is how the gap of separation
ends, along with its bitter dreams. We do not try to make
dreams better, or attack and avoid them. They offer us noth-
ing that we need, nor contain anything to oppose. Again,

we do nothing except look at the substanceless ego without
judgment, for this alone reveals the unreality of dreams.
Very succinctly stated and echoing the above passage, we
do not do, we undo. It goes without saying that we speak
only of the mind’s attitude, for the right mind may indeed
guide us to worldly action as an extension of its love (T-18.
VII.8; W-pI.184:9-11). 

Examining another aspect of forgiveness, we can recog-
nize how it reflects the shift from the ego’s judgmental per-
ceptions to the vision of Christ that sees only innocence.
Recall the Course’s explanation of perception:

There has been much confusion about what perception
means, because the word is used both for awareness
and for the interpretation of awareness. Yet you cannot
be aware without interpretation, for what you perceive
is your interpretation (T-11.VI.2:5-6).

This means that it is not what we see, but how we see it;
not what our eyes report to our brains, but through whose
eyes—the ego’s or the Holy Spirit’s—our decision-making
minds choose to perceive what we believe is outside us.
Perception is interpretation, not fact; our experiences in the
world are never objective, but subjective, for we see only
what we wish to see. How else could it be, given that there
is no world apart from our decision-making minds:

The world is nothing in itself. Your mind must give
it meaning. And what you behold upon it are your
wishes, acted out so you can look on them and think
them real.… There is no world apart from what you
wish…(W-pI.132.4:1-3; 5:1).

Looking at the world with the ego, especially our per-
sonal world of sin, entails great effort for it means looking
at the denial of reality, seeing what is not really there.
Moreover, the problems that we see are virtually insur-
mountable, reflecting the ego’s “fact” that the separation is
not only true, but is a truth that can never be altered or un-
done. Since our fate as selves separated from the Creator is
irrevocable, when we look at our spiritual life and the jour-
ney through the ego, all we see is Sisyphean struggle, strug-
gle, and yet more struggle—all futile and hopeless. How
can we get past the ego, the ego counsels us, unless we fight
against it and atone for our bodily sins? And yet it is a war
we can never win, for God will triumph in the end and re-
gain through our death the special self that is rightfully His.
This is why Jesus says the following in response to the be-
lief that the locus of sin is the body, setting up an atonement
path of declaring war on the sinful enemy and defeating it,
all the while knowing we shall ultimately lose:
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It is extremely difficult to reach Atonement by fighting
against sin. Enormous effort is expended in the attempt
to make holy what is hated and despised [i.e., the
body].… Yet the means are tedious and very time con-
suming, for all of them look to the future for release
from a state of present unworthiness and inadequacy
(T-18.VII.4:7-8,11).

The focus on the body, once again, involves doing,
which also means hard work and persistent effort—“tedious
and very time consuming.” This is the reason Jesus im-
plores us to look through his eyes at the ego, remembering
to laugh at the tiny, mad idea that we could ever have sep-
arated from our Source of perfect Oneness. He asks us es-
pecially to look at the ego’s terrifying unholy trinity of sin,
guilt, and fear, and do the following, the happy product of
Christ’s holy vision:

Call it not sin but madness, for such it was and so it still
remains. Invest it not with guilt, for guilt implies it was
accomplished in reality. And above all, be not afraid of
it (T-18.I.6:7-9).

What, then, could be easier? We are merely asked to
look at the ego—in ourselves and others—and remember
the great cost of having chosen a teacher who so consis-
tently leads us into lives of pain, misery, loss, and death.
This is the shabby substitute we have chosen in place of the
peace, joy, and love that Jesus’ thought of forgiveness is of-
fering, a thought that waits but our corrected decision. For-
giveness, like love, waits on welcome (T-13.VII.9:7). Only
the ego makes the process of Atonement difficult, having
us believe that God asks our blood, sweat, and tears before
He would welcome us home. In contradistinction, our be-
loved brother teaches:

Be glad indeed salvation asks so little, not so much. It
asks for nothing in reality. And even in illusions it but
asks forgiveness be the substitute for fear. Such is the
only rule for happy dreams (T-30.IV.8:4-7). 

Molto Adagio e Pianissimo e Dolcissimo
There is no effort, and you will be led as gently as if you were 

being carried down a quiet path in summer (T-14.IV.6:2).

In a past article in the Lighthouse (“The Little Things
of God,” September 2011), I commented on how Jesus’
favorite tempo was molto adagio (very slow), the point
being that there is no need to feel pressured in our spiritual
life, or everyday life for that matter, believing we need to
wage war against the sinful body. Progress on our journey
with him can truly be effortless and tension free. It is most
tempting, however, to proceed with a ferocity and dedica-
tion that acts to reinforce the mindless state of existence,

which delays almost interminably the mind’s meaningful
shift of thought systems from sin to innocence. Only the
insecure who follow the ego would feel such a need. 

It follows, then, that molto adagio connotes an atti-
tude, though—to make this essential point again—not
necessarily behavior. And to this tempo I now add pianis-
simo e dolcissimo (very softly and very sweetly) to reflect
the gentleness of the pathway on which Jesus so gently
leads us home. It is only our resistance that changes this to
the sturm und drang intrinsic to the ego’s world of guilt,
punishment, and pain. 

The previous section discussed the ego’s need to do, a
subject we now expand on. As egos, we are so very accus-
tomed to fighting our way through life because fighting
our way through Life—God and His perfect Oneness and
Love—brought us and the dream into existence. For this
reason it is natural to believe that we need to fight through
the ego in order to become healed and ultimately to return
to Heaven. And yet Jesus’ way for us is gentle, patient,
and quiet: molto adagio e pianissimo e dolcissimo. Recall
his words on forgiveness, the specific healing path of
A Course in Miracles: “Forgiveness…is still, and quietly
does nothing” (W-pII.1.4:1; italics mine). 

To do anything reinforces the seeming reality of the
ego and commits the Course’s cardinal sin of making the
error real (S-2.I.3:3-4). We need do nothing (T-18.VII)
because there is nothing to be done here; indeed, there is
no here. Therefore, there can be no problems in the world,
only the belief there are. Consider again my introductory
comment about never forgetting the Course’s nondualistic
metaphysics, which can be succinctly summarized in its
introduction: “Nothing real can be threatened. Nothing
unreal exists. Herein lies the peace of God” (T-in.2:2-4;
italics and boldface omitted). The fundamental unreality
of the ego’s thought system and concomitant physical uni-
verse need only be seen without judgment. Jesus helps us
remember to laugh at the absurdity of the belief we could
ever have separated from Oneness and Love, wherein our
true Self was threatened by the unreal thoughts of separa-
tion and sin (T-27.VIII.6:2). 

There is a fine line we need to walk: not to deny our
experiences here, which Jesus tells us would be particu-
larly inappropriate and unhelpful (T-2.IV.3:8-13), but also
not to give power where it does not exist. In terms of our
daily experience, this principle translates to accepting our
experiences here, regardless of their forms, but not giving
the world—relationships, circumstances, events, and our
very bodies—power to take from our minds the peace and
Love of God. And so we are repeatedly told in A Course in
Miracles that its teachings are simple and easy, steadfastly
and consistently pointing to the decision-making mind
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that needs only to see its mistake. As we read in the con-
text of the sufferings of the body, “All that is needed [to
escape from suffering] is you look upon the problem as it
is, and not the way that you have set it up” (T-27.VII.2:2).
Such nonjudgmental looking, the essence of the gentle
tempo of Atonement (molto adagio e pianissimo e dolcis-
simo), is the easiest thing to do in all the universe:

When you have learned how to decide with God, all
decisions become as easy and as right as breathing.
There is no effort, and you will be led as gently as if
you were being carried down a quiet path in summer
(T-14.IV.6:1-2).

What makes possible the tempo of molto adagio is
salvation’s simple message, which corrects the ego’s com-
plexity and its tempo of molto agitato (very agitated). One
more time, all we need do is look without judgment, the
simplicity of which Jesus underscores:

How could there be another way to solve a problem
that is very simple, but has been obscured by heavy
clouds of complication, which were made to keep the
problem unresolved? Without the clouds the problem
will emerge in all its primitive simplicity. The choice
will not be difficult, because the problem is absurd
when clearly seen (T-27.VII.2:3-5).

Still, we argue with our teacher: “How can you say
this is a gently quiet path when my relationships bring me
so much pain, my physical and psychological body never
ceasing to suffer Hamlet’s ‘slings and arrows of outra-
geous fortune’?” 

But Jesus has a kind and gentle response to our not-so-
gentle complaint: he does not ask us to give up our special
relationships in form, but to transform them by changing
their purpose from guilt to forgiveness, judgment to
vision:

I have said repeatedly that the Holy Spirit would not
deprive you of your special relationships, but would
transform them. And all that is meant by that is that He
will restore to them the function given them by God
(T-17.IV.2:3-4).

This function is forgiveness, which shifts the purpose
of the relationship from the unholiness of guilt to our
learning the innocence of the holy relationship. What
could be easier than to say to ourselves that we no longer
want to live with the special relationship’s burden of guilt
and judgment, but instead want the peace and joy of the
forgiven relationship? This simple transformation does
change the world of our perception. When we choose the
Holy Spirit’s messengers of love instead of the ego’s mes-
sengers of fear, the “world will be transformed before
(y)our sight, cleansed of all guilt and softly brushed with
beauty” (T-19.IV-A.15:2). At last we hear the still, small

Voice whispering softly in our ears that we simply made a
mistake in believing the ego. Mistakes call for correction,
and are not sins demanding punishment. Setting aside the
arrogance of the ego’s false humility, our transformed
minds can hear and accept Jesus’ words to us all, reflect-
ing the glory of our Self:

There is a light in you which cannot die; whose
presence is so holy that the world is sanctified because
of you. All things that live bring gifts to you, and offer
them in gratitude and gladness at your feet. The scent
of flowers is their gift to you. The waves bow down
before you, and the trees extend their arms to shield
you from the heat, and lay their leaves before you on
the ground that you may walk in softness, while the
wind sinks to a whisper round your holy head (W-pI.
156.4).

 We pause an instant now, and in the stillness of our
forgiveness, we feel the hush of Heaven in our hearts, qui-
etly calling us to the journey’s end. But will we answer?

A Hush of Heaven
There is a hush in Heaven, a happy expectancy, a little pause of 

gladness in acknowledgment of the journey’s end                          
(T-19.IV-A.6:1).

The journey’s end, though compellingly near, still
awaits our final and unequivocal decision. Despite the
attraction of Heaven’s loving invitation that we awaken
from our hellish dreams of sin, we fight against the appeal
of truth and seek to drown out its soft Voice with the ego’s
raucous shrieks of guilt and hate. Because our fear is so
great, Jesus speaks to us of indirect learning: 

Undoing is indirect, as doing is. You were created only
to create, neither to see nor do.… His [the Holy
Spirit’s] message is not indirect, but He must introduce
the simple truth into a thought system which has
become so twisted and so complex you cannot see that
it means nothing. He merely looks at its foundation and
dismisses it. But you…cannot see through it (T-14.I.
4:3-4; 5:2-4; italics mine, except for 4:3).

The fear of losing the individual, special self that is
our personal identification is so great that we resist the
direct learning of Atonement’s simple message of love:
God is, and there is nothing else. We therefore require
indirect or reflected expressions of this truth. These
expressions are the kind and gentle dreams of forgiveness:

So fearful is the dream, so seeming real, he [God’s
Son] could not waken to reality without the sweat of
terror and a scream of mortal fear, unless a gentler
dream preceded his awaking, and allowed his calmer
mind to welcome, not to fear, the Voice that calls with
love to waken him…(T-27.VII.13:4).
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In these gentle dreams of our everyday experiences,
our Teacher shows us how what we perceive external to us
is nothing more than the mind’s projected thoughts we
have first chosen to put our faith in (e.g., T-21.in.1:1-5;
W-pI.23.3:1-2). This helps us recognize that the way we
perceive another is how we perceive ourselves, and why
would we choose to remain in hell in order to justify our
attacks on someone who is the same as we? As different as
we appear to be as bodies, the truth is that as minds we are
the same: everyone who comes here has the same wrong
mind, right mind, and decision maker.

This corrected or healed perception, Christ’s vision,
dissolves the ego’s raucous shrieks and opens our ears to
hear Heaven’s still, small Voice we had denied for so long.
Softly, the hush of Heaven is heard in our whispering to
the Holy Spirit for help, expressing the willingness to look
past the frantic and frenetic noises of love and hate to the
gentleness of everyone’s call for help. The key to the prac-
tice of our indirect learning is kindness, for this alone
unblocks our ears, washing clean the static of judgment
that we may hear in our erstwhile special love and hate
partners their plaintive call to return home.

It is imperative as we journey on with Jesus that we
keep in mind that Heaven does not present itself to us as
Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus, trumpets resplendent in their
greeting and choruses of angels singing Hallelujahs in joy-
ous welcome. Rather, we hear the whispered Voice of
Atonement that reflects the whispering of our little will-
ingness to hear. Unable to love here—unambivalent love is
not possible in this world of bodies (T-4.III.4:6)—we need
its earthly reflection of forgiveness (W-pI.60.1:4-5) to lov-
ingly lead us to the God we never left. Again, these are the
happy and nonjudgmental dreams that will ultimately
awaken us:

Dream softly of your sinless brother, who unites
with you in holy innocence. And from this dream the
Lord of Heaven will Himself awaken His beloved Son
(T-27.VII.15:1-2).

What needs to be done to erase all thoughts of sin
from our holy minds? Nothing. We simply look with kind-
ness at one who had been the hated object of our mind’s
displaced guilt. Forgiveness entails seeing that just as our
anger (projected guilt) was made up—the ego’s hateful
interpretation of what in truth was our brother’s call for
help in learning he is forgiven—so too was our guilt. We
are not Sons of God in sin and guilt, but His Sons in holi-
ness and love. Gone then are the ego’s discordant sounds
from hell, replaced by Heaven’s sweet song that cleanses
our ears of guilt and allows us to hear the heartbeat of
Heaven so clearly in ourselves and all the Sonship, with no
exceptions. The ego and its thought system of separation,
sin, and specialness have merely been looked upon with-
out judgment, and the whispered smile of Atonement wel-
comes the hush of Heaven into our hearts, never to wander
off again. 

And so we joyfully pray to the Father we only dreamt
we left, thankful for His Love that never ceased to extend
through our clouds of ignorance and forgetfulness. Our
abode has now become the hushed silence in our minds,
there to retrieve for us the innocence we thought we lost,
yet which quietly brings us to our eternal rest. In joy we
hear these words emerging from the silence of our grateful
hearts: 

The hush of Heaven holds my heart today.

 Father, how still today! How quietly do all things
fall in place! This is the day that has been chosen as the
time in which I come to understand the lesson that
there is no need that I do anything. In You is every
choice already made. In You has every conflict been
resolved. In You is everything I hope to find already
given me. Your peace is mine. My heart is quiet, and
my mind at rest. Your Love is Heaven, and Your Love
is mine (W-pII.286.1; italics omitted).
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AUDIO-CD
CD175 The Transformed World (2:32) $15.00 plus shipping

(NOTE: This program will also be included in the larger forthcoming
set The Ego’s World: “The Thunder of the Meaningless.”)

CD176 The Dark Power of Secrecy: Our “Secret Sins and Hidden Hates” (2:30) $15.00 plus shipping

AUDIO-MP3 CD
3m175 The Transformed World (2:32) $12.00 plus shipping

(Note: This program will also be included in the larger forthcoming
set The Ego’s World: “The Thunder of the Meaningless.”)

3m176 The Dark Power of Secrecy: Our “Secret Sins and Hidden Hates” (2:30) $12.00 plus shipping

DOWNLOADABLE MP3 
3m175dl The Transformed World (2:32) $  9.00

(Note: This program will also be included in the larger forthcoming
set The Ego’s World: “The Thunder of the Meaningless.”)

3m176dl The Dark Power of Secrecy: Our “Secret Sins and Hidden Hates” (2:30) $  9.00

VIDEO-DVD
DV175 The Transformed World (2:28) $10.00 plus shipping
DV176 The Dark Power of Secrecy: Our “Secret Sins and Hidden Hates” (2:26) $10.00 plus shipping

LATEST MEDIA TYPES OF CURRENT TITLES

AUDIO-CD
CD30 True Empathy: The Greater Joining (11:09) $60.00 plus shipping

AUDIO-MP3 CD
3m30 True Empathy: The Greater Joining (11:09) $54.00 plus shipping

DOWNLOADABLE MP3 
3m30dl True Empathy: The Greater Joining (11:09) $40.00

3m34dl The Metaphysics of Separation and Forgiveness (2:02) $  7.00

3m49dl Climbing the Ladder Home (7:11) $26.00
3m78dl Form versus Content: Sex and Money (4:34) $16.00

All of our publications can be ordered from our Web site: www.facim.org.
Publications, other than downloadable MP3s, are also available by phone: 951.296.6261, ext. 30.

ANNOUNCEMENTSANNOUNCEMENTS
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DIGITAL CATALOG
The Foundation provides a digital Catalog of Publications free of charge on its Web site. The 2012 edition is cur-

rently available, and can be accessed at: http://www.facim.org/facimcatalog.pdf. You will need Adobe Reader
installed on your computer in order to view and/or print the catalog.

WEB SITE—www.facim.org

Browse our Web site, including our online bookstore where you are able to purchase Foundation for A COURSE IN
MIRACLES

® publications, as well as A Course in Miracles and the pamphlets; register for the Temecula Center pro-
grams; add your name to our e-newsletter mailing list; read past articles from The Lighthouse, as well as the most
recent newsletters in their entirety; find program schedules for both the Temecula Center and the La Jolla branch;
and consult our teaching aids, including our online excerpts series, and links to our Question & Answer site, as well
as our YouTube videos.

EXCERPTS SERIES

The title of our upcoming series is “The Happy Dream,” a Seminar held in 2005. The presentation focused on the
ego’s dreams (the mind’s secret dream of sin, guilt, and fear, and the world’s dream of victims and victimizers) and
the undoing of these dreams by the Holy Spirit’s happy dream of the miracle and forgiveness.

UNITED KINGDOM DISTRIBUTOR
All of the Foundation’s books, CDs, and DVDs are available from Miracle Network, 21 Worboys Road, St.

Johns, Worcester WR2 4JJ • Phone: 0844 567 0209 • Website: www.miracles.org.uk • Email: admin@mira-
cles.org.uk to request unlisted titles.

INTERNATIONAL SPANISH DISTRIBUTORS
Non-US distributors for our Spanish titles are: 1) Asclepius LLC (our exclusive distributor for Mexico), working

as a partner company for the main office based in Mexico as Tarots del Mundo, Av. Oaxaca 71, Col. Roma Norte,
Mexico City (06700). Contact Orlando Asman or Patricia Chagoyan • Phone (52-55) 1998-3301 • Cell 52-1-55
2273-1277. Email: tarotsdelmundo@ymail.com; and 2) Ediciones El Grano de Mostaza, C/ Balmes 394 pral.1ª
08022 Barcelona, Spain. Contact Jordi del Rey • Phone +34 93 417 38 48 • Email: info@elgranodemostaza.com.  

TRANSLATION OF BOOKS
Most of the Foundation books and a number of CDs have been translated into German. For information, please

contact: Greuthof Verlag und Vertrieb GmbH • Kybfelsenstraße 41 • D-79100 Freiburg • Germany • Tel. 761-388
45 996 • FAX 761-388 45 997.

Many of the Foundation books have also been translated into Spanish including The Healing Power of Kind-
ness–Vol. 1: Releasing Judgment, The Healing Power of Kindness–Vol. 2: Forgiving Our Limitations, and The
Stages of our Spiritual Journey. Spanish translations can be ordered from our Web site (www.facim.org/bookstore)
or by phoning our order department at 951.296.6261, ext. 30.

You may also phone our order department for more information about translated books in Afrikaans, Danish,
Dutch, Finish, French, Italian, Japanese, Romanian, Slovene, and Swedish.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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LODGING ACCOMMODATIONS IN TEMECULA

Best Western Country Inn (1mile / 951.676.7378) offers students attending classes at the 
Foundation discounted rates: Sun-Thurs $65.00, Friday $95.00, and Saturday $109-$129. 

RESERVE EARLY!!!

Marriott Fairfield Inn & Suites Motel 6
951.587.9800 (.5 mile) 951.676.7199 (2.6 miles)

Embassy Suites Hotel Extended Stay-Kitchenettes
951.676.5656 (2.8 miles) 951.587.8881 (.9 mile) 

 
Holiday Inn Express  
951.699.2444 (1.2 mile)  

Receive a 10% discount when you
identify yourself as a student attend-
ing class at the Foundation.

Quality Inn
(formerly Comfort Inn)
951.296.3788 (.4 mile)

For a list of additional lodging accommodations in the surrounding area
(10-45 minutes from Temecula), please call our office at 951.296.6261
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. PT, Monday through Friday.

Many food establishments
are nearby in Temecula.

OASIS OF PEACE BOOKSTORE

Our bookstore, Oasis of Peace, is open 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. Please note that the book-
store will also be open weekend days when programs are being held at the Foundation. 

La Quinta Inn & Suites
951.296.1003 (.4 mile)

$75 weekday rate and
$99 weekend rate

POLICIES AND GENERAL INFORMATION
FOR THE TEMECULA CENTER

REGISTRATION

• Pre-registration is encouraged for all programs, and
REQUIRED for the five-day Academy class taught by
Kenneth Wapnick.

• We accept registrations by mail, FAX, telephone, and on
our Web site at www.facim.org.

• If you register by mail or FAX, please allow enough time
for your registration form to reach us and the confirma-
tion form to reach you in return.

• If you register by phone, please have your credit card
ready when you call.

• Payment for programs must be made in full at the time of
registration—by check, money order, credit card, or
PayPal (payments@facim.org). International students
may also use wire transfer, which will incur a $15.00
fee (call our office for information). Your check or
money order should be made payable to ITIP-ACIM (in
US funds only, drawn on a US bank). There will be a
$20 fee for any check returned to us for insufficient
funds. 

CONFIRMATIONS

• Confirmation information will be given over the phone if
your registration form does not reach us in time for a
letter to be sent to you. In this instance, you may call

the office Monday–Friday, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Pacific
time to verify your acceptance into a program.

• It is important that you double-check the registration
information sent with your confirmation letter to
ensure the accuracy of the information. In the event the
program you register for is filled, your registration form
and fee will be returned to you, unless you have requested
that your name be placed on a waiting list. Thus, you may
be confirmed either as a participant or as being on the
waiting list.

• We charge a $20.00 fee for all registration changes, includ-
ing cancellations, so please review the program schedule
carefully.

• Five-Day Academy Class: To avoid a $50.00 cancellation
fee, your cancellation must be received at least 21 days
prior to the start of a 5-day Academy class.

WALK-INS
• While walk-in registrations are accepted for all programs

EXCEPT the five-day Academy classes, pre-registration
is encouraged, as classroom seating cannot be guaranteed.

• Payment by cash or US check only at the door. 

REGISTRATION CHANGES & CANCELLATIONS 
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2012 SCHEDULE

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHING INNER PEACE
THROUGH A COURSE IN MIRACLES

Temecula Center • Faculty: Dr. Kenneth Wapnick

Morning Discussion and Evening Study Groups on A Course in Miracles

The Foundation conducts weekly ninety-minute discussion and study groups on the Course (except on
July 4, November 21, December 26, January 2, 2013, and days when an Academy class is in progress).
These Wednesday sessions (11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.–8:30 p.m.) are facilitated by the Foun-
dation Staff. There is a $5.00 fee per session.

Pre-registration is encouraged for all programs, and REQUIRED for the 5-Day 
Academy classes taught by Kenneth.

S-9 A COURSE IN MIRACLES AS A WORK OF 
ART: HEARING AND READING ITS 
MESSAGE

Saturday, October 6

S-10 WATCHING WITH ANGELS

Saturday, December 8

S-7 TOY STORY: THE EGO’S IDOLS

OF SPECIALNESS

Saturday, July 21

S-8 “THOSE YOU DO NOT FORGIVE YOU FEAR.”
Saturday, September 15

SEMINARS
Time: 2:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. • Fee: $30.00

Morning Excerpts Study Group on A Course in Miracles

The Foundation conducts a weekly ninety-minute (11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.) study group that focuses on
themes drawn from excerpts of various printed and audio publications of the Foundation. These Thursday
sessions (except on Thanksgiving, December 27, January 3, 2013, and days when an Academy class is in
progress) are facilitated by the Foundation Staff. There is a $5.00 fee per session.

An introductory lecture for those interested in learning more about A Course in
Miracles and what it says. The format will include a question-and-answer period.

DATE:  Saturday, July 7 • No Registration Required

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
Time: 2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. • Free
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A-5 WHEN VIRTUE IS A VICE, AND VICE A VIRTUE: TWO PURPOSES FOR EVERYTHING

Dates: August 20 – 24 Fee: $175.00;   NEW POLICY: No registration for individual days.

Friar Laurence’s speech in Romeo and Juliet on the right- and wrong-minded use of herbs and plants is the frame-
work for this class on changing our focus from the forms of our behaviors to their content, asking the question of every-
thing in our lives: Does what I think, feel, say, or do express the purpose of furthering my path of Atonement or
hindering it? It is the purpose of our actions that provides their meaning, and recognizing this truth reflects the shift in
awareness from ourselves as bodies to decision-making minds, with the power to choose the vice of guilt and judgment
or the virtue of forgiveness and healing. 

A-6 THE EGO’S “GILDED THREADS OF SELF-DESTRUCTION”
Dates: October 7 – 9 Fee: $100.00 for entire program; $40.00 for each individual day.

A-6D1 October 7 Fee: $40.00 A-6D2 October 8 Fee: $40.00 A-6D3 October 9 Fee: $40.00

The ego thought system is a fabric of guilt and fear, woven by “gilded threads of self-destruction” that do not appear to
be what they are. The ornately seductive forms that specialness takes conceal the true nature of the ego’s gift of death.
We are taught that the ego’s “sole intent is murder” (T-23.III.1:5), and the ultimate object of its hate is ourselves. The
class will explore the multitudinous forms of our special relationships and how they are undone by the Holy Spirit’s
golden threads of forgiveness.

A-7 FORGETTING AND REMEMBERING

REGISTRATION ENDS WHEN CLASS FILLS. WALK-IN REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
Dates: November 5 – 9 Fee: $175.00;   NEW POLICY: No registration for individual days.

Drawing upon Wordsworth’s famous Ode, “Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood,” the
class will discuss the core of the Holy Spirit’s correction: forgetting the ego illusory thought system we have remem-
bered, and remembering the loving reality we have chosen to forget. Forgiveness is the means He uses to help us look at
our projections, based always on a non-existent past we hold in memory, allowing us to undo the sin that never was. Our
minds, liberated from the ego’s thought system of separation and guilt, are able at last to remember the Love that created
us and that we are.

ACADEMY CLASSES
Faculty: Kenneth Wapnick, Rosemarie LoSasso, Loral Reeves, and Jeffrey Seibert

Times: 10:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

5-DAY ACADEMY 5 PROGRAM IS CLOSED.

WALK-IN REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE TO PUT YOUR NAME ON THE WAITING LIST

ALL Academy 7 classes will be taught by Kenneth Wapnick

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED. 
WALK-IN REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
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  DECEMBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Excerpts

1

2 3 4 5
Discussion

Study

6
Excerpts

Group

7 8

S-10

9 10 11 12
Discussion

Study

13
Excerpts

Group

14 15

16 17 18 19
Discussion

Study

20
Excerpts

Group

21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 Jan 1 2 3 4 5

  JULY

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1 2 3 4
Discussion

Study

5
Excerpts

Group

6 7

Intro-2

8 9 10 11
Discussion

Study

12
Excerpts

Group

13 14

15 16 17 18
Discussion

Study

19
Excerpts

Group

20 21

S-7

22 23 24 25
Discussion

Study

26
Excerpts

Group

27 28

29 30 31
Discussion

Study
CD Study

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FOR

TEMECULA CENTER

  NOVEMBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Discussion

Study

1
Excerpts

Group

2 3

4 5

 A-7

6

A-7

7

A-7

8

A-7

9

A-7

10

11 12 13 14
Discussion

Study

15
Excerpts

Group

16 17

18 19 20 21
Discussion

Study

22
Thanks-

giving

23 24

25 26 27 28
Discussion

Study

29
Excerpts

Group

30

  AUGUST

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1
Discussion

Study

2
Excerpts

Group

3 4

5 6 7 8
Discussion

Study

9
Excerpts

Group

10 11

12 13 14 15
Discussion

Study

16
Excerpts

Group

17 18

19 20

A-5

21

A-5

22

A-5

23

A-5

24

A-5

25

26 27 28 29
Discussion

Study

30
Excerpts

Group

31

  SEPTEMBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Excerpts

1

2 3 4 5
Discussion

Study

6
Excerpts

Group

7 8

9 10 11 12
Discussion

Study

13
Excerpts

Group

14 15

S-8

16 17 18 19
Discussion

Study

20
Excerpts

Group

21 22

23 24 25 26
Discussion

27
Excerpts

28 29

30 Study Group

  OCTOBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1 2 3
Discussion

Study

4
Excerpts

Group

5 6

S-9

7

A-6

8

A-6

9

A-6

10
Discussion

Study

11
Excerpts

Group

12 13

14 15 16 17
Discussion

Study

18
Excerpts

Group

19 20

21 22 23 24
Discussion

Study

25
Excerpts

Group

26 27

28 29 30 31
Discussion

Study
CD Study
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•     Make check or money order payable to the Institute for Teaching Inner Peace through A Course in Miracles, or ITIP-ACIM (US funds only,
drawn on a US bank), or provide credit card information to secure a place for the programs listed on pages 10-11.

REGISTRATION FORM FOR THE TEMECULA CENTER
• You may use the same form if you are attending with another student.
•  Registrations without the correct amount of money accompanying them will be returned.

PERSON 1: (Please print)

Name ________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City/State/Zip __________________________________

Phone: Day (      )                      Eve. (      )____________

E-mail (optional): _______________________________

PERSON 2: (Please print)

Name ________________________________________

Address ______________________________________

City/State/Zip__________________________________

Phone: Day (      )                      Eve. (      ) ___________

E-mail (optional): ______________________________

*  *  *  *    R E L E A S E  F O R M    *  *  *  *

I hereby grant the Foundation for A COURSE IN MIRACLES
® per-

mission to videotape me. I understand that the finished video
may be sold to the public, as well as shown on the internet, and
that I will receive no compensation for said videotape.

___________________________________________________
Signature

__________________________
Date

*  *  *  *    R E L E A S E  F O R M    *  *  *  *    

I hereby grant the Foundation for A COURSE IN MIRACLES
® per-

mission to videotape me. I understand that the finished video
may be sold to the public, as well as shown on the internet, and
that I will receive no compensation for said videotape.

__________________________________________________ 
Signature

__________________________
Date

Some of our Workshops, Classes, & Discussions are videotaped.
Please sign and date the Release Form below. If you do not want
to be videotaped, you will be seated in the rear of the auditorium.

Some of our Workshops, Classes, & Discussions are videotaped.
Please sign and date the Release Form below. If you do not want
to be videotaped, you will be seated in the rear of the auditorium.

PLEASE ENTER PROGRAM CHOICE(S) ON PAGE 14

 Check or money order enclosed for $                                         

 Credit card information:  American Express  Discover  MasterCard  VISA

Person 1: Exp Date: _____________     No. CVV2/CID Number: ____________

Person 2: Exp Date: _____________     No. CVV2/CID Number: ____________

Important Credit card billing address if different from above: 

Person 1: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Person 2: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Signature(s) required: Mail to: Institute
 Foundation for A COURSE IN MIRACLES

®

                                                                                                                                          41397 Buecking Drive
 Temecula, CA 92590

                                                                                                                                          FAX: 951.296.9117 
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SCHEDULE OF RATES

Program
Number

Program
Date

Fee

ACADEMY CLASSES

Please use program numbers listed on page 11
when registering for portions of, rather than
a complete, Academy class.

A-5 CLOSED

August 20 – 24

WALK-IN REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT 
BE ACCEPTED.

A-6 October 7 – 9 $100.00

A-7 $175.00

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED
November 5 – 9

WALK-IN REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT 
BE ACCEPTED.

SEMINARS
(2:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.) • Fee $30.00

S-7 July 21 S-8 September 15

S-9 October 6 S-10 December 8 

REGISTRATION FORM (continued)

CALCULATE YOUR PAYMENT

AMOUNT HERE:

Program
Number

        Fee

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

Person 1 $

Person 2 $

TOTAL $

Pre-registration is encouraged for all pro-
grams, and REQUIRED for the week-long
Academy classes taught by Kenneth Wapnick
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 SEPTEMBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

    

Lecture

1

2 3 4 5 6 

Lecture

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 

Lecture

14 15

16 17 18 19 20 

Lecture

21 22

23 24 25 26 2 7  28 29

30 Lecture

 AUGUST

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

       CD

Study

       CD

Study

1 2 

Lecture

3 4

5

FW-6

6 7 8 9

Lecture

10 11

12 13    CD

Study

14    CD

Study

15 16 

Lecture

17 18

19 20     CD

Study

21     CD

Study

22 23 

Lecture

24 25

26 27     CD

Study

28     CD

Study

29 30

Lecture

31   

 JULY

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1

FW-5

2        CD

Study

3        CD

Study

4  5

Lecture

6 7

8 9      CD

Study

10     CD

Study

11 12

Lecture

13 14

15 16    CD

Study

17    CD

Study

18 19 

Lecture

20 21

22 23    CD

Study

24    CD

Study

25 26 

Lecture

27 28

29 30     CD

Study

31

FW-5 “THE WITNESSES TO SIN”
Date: July 1

FW-6 “THE SPECIAL FUNCTION”
Date: August 5

FW-7 “THE ONLY REAL RELATIONSHIP”
Date: October 21 

FW-8 “THE NEW INTERPRETATION”
Date: November 18 

“INTIMACY: LOVE WITHOUT NEEDS”
Dates: Oct. 1 – Oct. 15 (Mon.)

Oct. 2 – Oct. 16 (Tue.)
Fee: $15.00 plus CD set
Registration ends: September 20

 “ON BECOMING THE TOUCHES OF
SWEET HARMONY”

Dates: Nov. 5 – Nov. 12 (Mon.)
Nov. 6 – Nov. 13 (Tue.)

Fee: $10.00 plus CD set
Registration ends: October 25 

SUMMER–FALL 2012 SCHEDULE

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHING INNER PEACE
THROUGH A COURSE IN MIRACLES

La Jolla Branch

7843 Girard Avenue, Suite E  La Jolla, CA 92037  858.551.1227

FACULTY: ROBERT AND KATHLEEN DRAPER

LECTURES
Classes are held each Thursday (except Thanksgiving) from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

The fee for these lectures is $5, payable at the door.

“THE ARK OF PEACE”
Dates: July 9   – July 23 (Mon.)

July 10 – July 24 (Tue.)
Fee: $15.00 plus CD set
Registration ends: June 28

 “JESUS: WAKENING TO RESURRECTION”
Dates: August 13 – August 27 (Mon.)

August 14 – August 28 (Tue.)
Fee: $15.00 plus CD set
Registration ends: August 2

CD STUDY
Monday: 6 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. or Tuesday: 10 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Pre-registration is required at the La Jolla Branch. Call: 858.551.1227.

SUNDAY WORKSHOPS
10 a.m. – 1 p.m. • $15 fee
No registration required.

 DECEMBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

    

Lecture

1

2 3 4 5 6 

Lecture

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 

Lecture

14 15

16 17 18 19 20 

Lecture

21 22

23 24 25 26 2 7  28 29

30 31 Lecture

 NOVEMBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

       CD

Study

       CD

Study

 1

Lecture

2 3

4       5       CD

Study

6       CD

Study

7 8

Lecture

9 10

11 12    CD

Study

13    CD

Study

14 15 

Lecture

16 17

18

FW-8

19     CD

Study

20     CD

Study

21 22 
Thanks-
giving

23 24

25 26     CD

Study

27     CD

Study

28 29

Lecture

30   

 OCTOBER

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1        CD

Study

2       CD

Study

3  4

Lecture

5 6

7 8      CD

Study

9     CD

Study

10 11

Lecture

12 13

14 15    CD

Study

16    CD

Study

17 18 

Lecture

19 20

21

FW-7

22    CD

Study

23    CD

Study

24 25 

Lecture

26 27

28 29     CD

Study

30 31



TRAVEL INSTRUCTIONS

The Foundation is located just off I-15.

• From the north: Take the CA-79 N/Winchester Road
exit and stay in the far right lane. Turn right onto Winches-
ter Road/CA-79, again staying in the far right-hand lane.
Turn right onto Jefferson Avenue, which is the first stop
light. Continue straight on Jefferson (heading north) for
two long blocks until you reach Buecking Drive. Turn
right onto Buecking Drive. The Foundation is the second
building on the left.

• From the south: Take the CA-79N/Winchester Road
exit, turning left onto Winchester Road. Get into the far
right lane and turn right onto Jefferson Avenue, which is
the second stop light. Continue straight on Jefferson (head-
ing north) for two long blocks until you reach Buecking
Drive. Turn right onto Buecking Drive. The Foundation is
the second building on the left.

THE LIGHTHOUSE (06/12)

Foundation for A COURSE IN MIRACLES
®

41397 Buecking Drive
Temecula, CA 92590-5668


